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@Read Book á Someone We Know Ô Maybe You Don T Know Your Neighbors As Well As
You Thought You Did This Is A Very Difficult Letter To Write I Hope You Will Not Hate Us

Too Much My Son Broke Into Your Home Recently While You Were Out In A Quiet, Leafy
Suburb In Upstate New York, A Teenager Has Been Sneaking Into Houses And Into The
Owners Computers As Well Learning Their Secrets, And Maybe Sharing Some Of Them,
TooWho Is He, And What Might He Have Uncovered After Two Anonymous Letters Are
Received, Whispers Start To Circulate, And Suspicion Mounts And When A Woman Down
The Street Is Found Murdered, The Tension Reaches The Breaking Point Who Killed Her
Who Knows Than They Re Telling And How Far Will All These Very Nice People Go To
Protect Their Own Secrets In This Neighborhood, It S Not Just The Husbands And Wives
Who Play Games Here, Everyone In The Family Has Something To Hide You Never Really
Know What People Are Capable Of

3.5 3.75 StarsEveryone in this neighbourhood has a secret but when a teenage boy
sneaking in the neighbours homes and hacking in their computers and a wife goes missing
and then after a couple of weeks found murdered brings the detectives to the
neighbourhood every secret begin to be revealed Told in multiple POV, mostly in 3rd
person, it s a standalone novel I m a fan of Shari Lapena s books and like always she didn t
disappoint I liked the neighbourhood setting and enjoyed the story Although there were
many characters in the story, it was easy to keep track of them Some of the twists were
predictable and overall I don t think it was hard to guess them It contains short chapters, it s
well paced, quick and an easy read Although the ending was satisfying for me but it wasn t
shocking All in all, I had fun reading this and hope you like it as well I don t feel like I have a
lot to say about this one, other than I really enjoyed it, and I think fans of thrillers that
feature in depth character study and traditional, reliable mysteries will too It s refreshing to
be able to stumble across suspense novels today that are than the sum of their twists, and
while Someone We Know definitely keeps you guessing until the end, it s not a one hit
wonder Highly recommended to those readers who want to get back to their roots of finding
a read that is mysterious, suspenseful, and downright thought provokingMany thanks to the
publisher for providing my review copy. This is a very difficult letter to write I hope you will
not hate us too much My son broke into your home recently while you were out A teenage
boy who breaks into his neighbors homes to look around and hack into their computers A
woman down the street reported missing by her husband is later found dead.Who is the
young hacker and who killed the woman I found this book to be extremely enjoyable
Everyone has secrets Even if you think you know your neighbors, do you truly know what
goes on behind closed doors How well do you know your spouse In this book, secrets will
be revealed as the twists and turns keep coming There are several suspects and each one
is plausible and makes sense Just when the police bring in one suspect, someone comes
forward with information or to admit to a lie I was right there with the investigators changing
my suspect list as the book progressed I love putting on my super sleuth hat and trying to
figure out whodunit and enjoyed every second of this layered plot As the lies and secrets
are revealed, husbands and wives will learn harsh truths about each other, and neighbors
will learn about their neighbors than they might have wanted to know There are quite a few
characters in this book, but they all have distinct personalities which makes it very easy to
keep track of them.Lapena did not disappoint with this book She is a clever writer who she
everything together in the end in a pleasing and interesting way I love her writing I found the
reactions of the characters to be realistic and found this book to be a fun, thought provoking
and riveting page turner I also appreciated that the reveal did not come of left field with this
book The reveal was believable and well done Whether you figure it out or not, this book
was a wonderful whodunit The pacing was spot on There was never a dull moment and
nothing in the book felt rushed The only reason this book didn t 5 stars from me is because
I would have liked to have known of the backstory between the murdered woman and her

husband, otherwise, this was a hit for me.As long as Lapena keeps writing I will keep
reading her books.Thank you to the Publisher and Edelweiss who provided me with a copy
of this book in exchange for an honest review. I had just read a sad historical novel and this
book was just what I needed to purge the sad There is something about a murderous
thriller, one where I really didn t bond with any of the characters but at the same time was
able just to sit back and enjoy the show In a quiet, middle class suburb, philandering
Amanda, a young wife, is murdered and of course her husband is the first to be suspected
of killing her But this novel shines an unfavorable light on a lot of the neighbors and my
inquisitive mind cast a wide net for other suspects and came up with about nine people who
could have had a motive to kill Amanda This is a quick read and just as the police latch on a
new suspect, we learn secrets and see that another person has a reason to murder
Amanda This neighborhood has so many secrets and it s full of rumors and indiscretions,
people hiding what they ve done, hiding what others have done, suspecting everyone else,
not owning up to their own failingswhat a mess of a neighborhood Throw into this murder
mystery the fact that a sixteen year old neighbor has been breaking into houses and
hacking into peoples computers His mom finds out and sends an anonymous letter to two of
the people whose houses he broke into and apologizes for what he has done This
misguided action just adds fuel to the fire of suspicions, with disastrous consequences No
one would want a murderer to think that you know his her secret Thank you to Pamela
Dorman Books Penguin Publishing Group and Edelweiss for this ARC.
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